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FOREWORD

In August 1981 JUDC carried out a sociological case study

ori MCKs and other sanitary facilities in Bogor, Bekasi and

Cirebon. The report on that study* recommended among others

that the Kampung Improvement Prograuime in Bogor, Tangerang,

Bekasi and Cirebon (KIP BOTABEK - Cirebon) continues the

construction of semi public sanitary facilities (“MCK - ke

luarga”).

In January 1982 the first 19 MCKs built in accordance with

the newly developed design for such MCKKeluarga were corn-

pleted. In order to see how these MCKs function a second

case study on MCKs was carried Out in February 1982. The

study used the same approach and the same data collection

and tabulation instruments as the first study. Frequent re

ferences will also be made to the report on the first case

study and its annexes.

* Case study MCK, Final Report JUDC October 1981.

References to the study will be made as “MCK - 1”
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Conciusions and recominendations

The second case study on ~CK has been succesfuli in obtain-

ing sufficient data to forinulate relevant conciusions and

recommendatjons on the construction of MCKs. Most of the

conciusions of the first case study can be supported. Some

need to be revised. Similarly most of the recounnendation

formulated before are repeated below. Some recommendations

of the first case study have been revised.

1. The previous case study recommended continuation of the

MCKKeluarga progrannne as part of KIP. The outcomeof the

second case study has confirmed that the MCK Keluarga

suits very well the local culture,conditions and wishes.

It bas been JUDC’s experience that the request for the

construction of NCK Keluarga increase rapidly the more

people realize what the difference is between a MCK Ke-

luarga and other MCKs. Also in kaxnpungs Poncol and Pulo

Keci]. this bas been the case. More MCKs are requested in

these two kampungs, now- the population have seen and ex-

perienced these MCKKeluarga. This may be considered as

a strong additional indication that the MCK Keluarga is

liked.

Therefore it is strongly recommended to continUe the con

struction of (semi - private) MCKKeluarga.

2. As we have seen in the first case study, we have to con-

clude again that the local situation and in particular

the existing needs for sanitary facilities varies from

kampung to kanipung. In the two kampungs studied a spe -

cific need for toilets existed, but also a need exists

for the other functions of the MCK. The rapid population

increase in these two kampungs will only increase these

needs. Because of the differences between kampungswe have

to be careful when making generalisations.
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3. The approach in planning the MCKs in kanipung Poncol and

Pulo Kecil has been successful. Especially the early in

volvement of the inhabitants has contributed to the suc

cess of the MCKprogran~nne.

It is reconirnended to increase the active involveinent of

the local population, especially before the actual coris

truction of the MCKs.

The provision of detailed information on type of MCK

planned, total nuinber of MCKs that can be constructed

should be given before any plans are finalised.

Because many misunderstanding existed about the septic

tanks and the filters not all MCKs are optimally used

yet. An explanation of the working of septic tanks

should be inciuded in the information given to the local

population before the implementation.

In addition to information ~provided (top -down) to the

local popuÏation, the local population should be asked

to participate actively (bottom-up) especially in the

detailed selection of locations for MCKs. Such an active

participation may forestali most problems on the provi-

sion of land for the construction of MCKs.

4. To judge the various technical aspects we should differ

entiate between the MCK as they were designed and the

MCKs as they were built.

The system of waste water disposal of the MCKwas not

satisfactory according to the inhabitants of Poncol and

Pulo Kecil. To a large extend this is based on facts

such as septic tanks which were not yet completed,partly

it may be based on misunderstandings about the differ -

ence between a septic tank and a soakaway or pit privy.

The fear that the pump water is infected by the septic

tank may be a inajor reason why several MCK5 were under-

used.

The MCKs were considered too small, especially in kam -

pung Poncol. Because the MCKs in Pulo Kecil,which were

built slightly bigger than the design indicated, were
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used more intensively, we may conciude that the MCK is

considered to be designed too small, at least for -such

(stil].) sparsely populated karnpungs Poncol and PuloKecil.

It is recommended to adapt the design in such away that

at least the space for bathing and the space for washing

are somewhat bigger.

It seems that most people would prefer to have a door on

the MCK. It is recommended to develop a design of a MCK

Keluarga with a door.

Possibly the MCKs will no longer be used as a toilet af-

ter the septic tanks will be full. Therefore the recom -

mendation formulated in the report on the first case stu

dy is repeated : Efforts should be undertaken to ensure

that the septic tanks of the MCKs will be emptied at re-

gular intervals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the main results from the second

sociological study on NCKs carried out by JUDC.

Afterdescriptions of the location of the study and thee

MCKs, the data themselves are presented in chapters 6

to 8 followed by an analysis in chapter 10.

The resuits are fairly dear and show interesting cor-

relations. The reader may however ask what the value

is of these data and what can be done with them. The

data were collected in two kampungs only, at a particu

lar time (rainy season) and with a fairly small number

of respondents only.

In February 1982 only 19 MCKs had been constructeduore

or less according to the design developed by JUDC, all

of than in t~ kampi.n-igs in Bekasi.

A study carried out in ~other kainpi.uig in another tcwn ~u1d yield

different results. Each kampung is different. This is

one reason why these studies are called case studies

and not surveys. The outcome of these studies can not

give a description of”the average kaxnpung”. To attempt

that could be compared with trying give a description

of the average Indonesian.

What such case study can do, and even better than quan

titative surveys, is to evaluate in a formative way the

various elements of the kanipung improvement programme

and to suggest improvements.

The present report is not a manual. It is only the

presentation of the outcome of a study, including va-

rious recommendations. These recominendations could how

ever be a valuable input for a manual on MCKs.
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2. Objectives

2.0 Three major objectives were formulated in the

design for this second case study on MCK:

2.1 The second MCK case study should try to confirm

the conclusions reached after the first case

study.

2.2 The study should Eind out to what extend the

MCKKeluarga are used as intended. Especially

relevant is the number of people making use of

the MCK, as well as the system of maintenance.

2.3 The study should Eind out whether there are irn

portant shortages in’either approach or design.

Chapter 2

page . 3
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3. Methoda of data collection and tabulation

3.1. Data collection

3.1.0 Out of the 19 MCKKeluarga built in kampungs

Poncol and Pulo Kecil, Bekasi, a sample of 7

MCKs was randomly chosen.

At each of the 7 locations four types of data

collection were executed : *

3.1.1 Observation, using identical observationmethods

and instruments as in MCK 1 before.Observati-

on took place four times one hour at each ~K

i.e at 5 - 6 a.m, 8 - 9 a.m~ 11-12 a.m. and

5 - 6 p.m.

3.1.2 Interviews with users of MCK, using same ques

tionnaire as before with however one addition:

the respondent was asked to which hausehold (s)

he belongs.

3.1.3 Open interviews were held with 20 people in-

cluding : 4~. heads of RT

7 heads of household on whose land

MCK is built.

7 heads of neighbouring househoids

2 contractors.

These interviews asked in a more open wayhow

the MCK functions. The checklist used in MCK

1 was used again with some revisions.

3.1.4 Evaluation interviews were carried out with

the 20 respondents of the open interviews.

Ten technical aspects such as various sizes

of the MCKwere to be evaluated as good,rea-

sonable or bad. This questionnaire proved to

give a large amount of useful information.

* The data collection instruments are presented in
Annex 2.
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3.2. Tabulation
Edge punched code card, s-uccessfully applied in MCK 1

as well as in the garbage collection case study were

used again. Because coding lists had been prepared be-

fore the execution of the fieldwork, coding and tabu-

lation, inciuding more than 125 crosstabulations could

be completed within one week after the completion of

the fieldwork.
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4 Description of locations

4.1 Kampung Pulo Kecil and Kampung Poncol were until a few

years ago sparsely populated fishermen villages sur-

rounded by swamps. Almost all inhabitants earned their

living by fishing.

Now both kainpungs are surrounded (Pulo Kecil on all

sides and Poncol so far only on 3 sides) by Peruninas

housing schemes. Nobody can live of fishing anymore.

Mariy, probably most, families shifted to trade as their

main source of income. They mainly seil to the inhabit

ants of the Perumnas areas. In addition many fainilies

have built cheap houses which they rent out. Probably

the total population in each of the two vilages has

more than doubled in 2 years time and many houses are

stil]. under construction.

The people used to defecate in the swanips at the edge

of the villages or in the fish ponds. Since neither of

these exist anymore a strongly felt need for toilet

facilities existed.

Some fainilies had already started to dig simple pit

privies. The need for toilets as well as for bathing

and washing facilities and for water sources has in-

creased even more as a result of the population in -

crease. Sharing welis and other sanitary facilities

among several families is a very common phenomenon in

both kampungs.

4.2 When the Kampung Improvement Progranime moved to Pulo

Kecil and Poncol, MCKs were clearly to be included in

the package provided. Through the local leaders the

community was fairly well informedbeforehand that McKS

could be provided and the comniunity were asked to se-

lect locations for the MCKs. It is also likely that

the inhabitants knew about the success of the MCKs

built in other kampung, such as locations 1 and II of

~IIrir_CONCARPLA~4iJLJIJ~SANGKURIANG
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the first case study. It was also made dear to them

that the MCKs were meant for use by a limited number

of families only. The musyawarah organized by the KIP

Unit of Bekasi pro~ed to be successful. Contrary to

other kampungs improved previously, the kampung popu-

lation gladly made land available for the constructi-

on of the MCKs.

4.3 The MCKs included in che saniple a:e fairly evenly

spread over the two villages. Four MCKs (in this re-

port number 1, 2, 3 and 4) uere ~e1ected in Kp Poncol

and three MCKs (numbered 5, 6 and 7) in Kp Pulo Kecil.

Location 4 was not yet in use properly because the

construction of the septic tank was not yet completed.

J~(
CONCARPLAN
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5. Description of MCK Keluarg~

5.1 In figure 1 a drawing is presented of the MCKKeluarga

as it should have been constructed. See also illustra-

tions 1, 2, 3 and 4. As can be seen from table 1* the

actual sizes of the MCKs ~ i Poncol are smaller than

the design whereas in Pulo Kecil they are bigger.

5.2 The MCK Keluarga was designed to prcvide sufficient

toilet, bathing, and washing facilities for about 5-7

families or 40 people. Eecause only a limited nuniber

of families (at least according to the plan) share the

use of the MCK it may called semi-private (or semi-

public) . To indicate this the term ~1CKKeluarga is

used to differentiate them from MCKs whi..~h are strictly

public.

5.3 The MCKs in the sample were all designed with a septic

tank. -

After passing through the septic tank the waste water

should either be discharge in a soakaway at a distance

of at least 10 metet from the nearest puinp or well,

or after leaving the septic tank it should pass through

a filter before it is discharged in a drain.

* The tables are presented in Annex 1.

~fl(
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Iliustration 1 At MCK 1 few people mandi inside. The users have changed the
washing floor in a bathing and washing place. They don’t use
the pump water as drinking water because the septic tank is
close to the pump.

Illustration 2 In general children don’t bath inside but on the washing
floor. Soine of the users regretted that at this MCK (locati—

6) no PVC pipe was used but an iron pipe.

.IUD(
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Illustration 3 Many respondents prefer to have a door. At this MCK in Pulo
Kecil the inhabitants made a door themselves, also to avoid
that the MCKis used by too many people. See how they solved
the probleîn that the pump was installed too low to place a
bucket under it.

Illustration 4 Many children use the MCK on this photograph. They are piay—
ing in the wash basin. At the background are the already
half drained swamps and ricefieids which previously surround
ed Poncol on all sides.

—“‘Dr—
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6. Results from observation

Reference
6.1 The MCKs are more often used by women than by

men, not only for washing clothes and dishes, table 2

and for fetching water but also for using the

the toilet.

6.2 The number of users variec~ considerably.MCK 4 table 3

is not yet in use (septid tank was not yet fi

nalized) . In general the MCKs in Kp Pulo Kecil

(MCK 5, 6, 7) are used far more intensively

than the MCKs in Kp Poncol.

6.3 The MCKs studied are used in the first place table 4

as toilet. Some of them are also used fairly

intensively for bathing and for washing. Con-

trary to the ~CKs of the first study, the MCKs

in Kp Pulo Kecil and Kp Poncol generally don’t

function as a source of water for use at home.

6.4 The peak hours for use of the MCKs was observ- table 5

ed to be late in the afternoori.

6.5 Contrary to the resuits of “MCK 1” a fairly table 8

large nurnber of chi].dren was observed to use

the toilet at the MCKs.

Several of the above observations can be link-

ed to the design and construction of the MCK

and to the specific iL~.~ed of the k~mpungs con-

cerned. These will be analysed in some detail

in chapter 10. /

Note

The observations (as well as the interviews) were

carried Out by male students.It was noted several

times that kampung inhabitants did not use the MCKs

to avoid to be interviewed or waited til]. the ob-

servers/intervjewe~-s left the place. Part of ~he ob

servations (in Kp Poncol) were carried out during

“‘Dr CONCARPLAN‘JU ‘ SANGKURIANG
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rainy weather. This may also have resulted in

observation scores whL..h are lower than the

actual use. Contrary to the first case study,

this study was carried Out at the rainy season.

Since many of the welis in the two kampungs

concerned are reported to run dry in the dry

season, we may expect that the number of users

of the MCKs for bathing, washing and fetching

water will be higher in the dry season.

—JUD( CONCARPLANSANGKIJRIANG





7. Resuits from interviews with VCK users

Chapter 7

page 13

7.0. At nearly all MCKs, many users also have access

to other (private) sources of water (especially

in the rainy season) and facilities for washing

and bathing. Especially in Pulo Kecil for many

respondents the MCKwas their only or main fa-

cility for bathing,washing or fetching water.

For a much larger percentage of the users the

MCKs is the only place which they use as a toi-

let.

Reference

table 10

7.1. Only at part of the MCKs a large percentage of

respondents bath at the MCK. This is at allMQ(s

in Pulo Kecil and one MCF in Poncol. At the

latter MCKbathing does ~ot take place ic~ the

bathroom but outside, on the washing floor.This

was also observed at another MCKKeluarga (not

included in the sample) in Poncol.

7.2. Even if we exclude those respondents who don’t

do any washing of dishes and/or clothes regular

ly, fairly few respondents stated to use the

MCK regularly for washing. In Pulo Kecil ahigher

percentage of respondent wash at the MCK than in

Poncol.

7.3. At 6 of the 7 MCKs the toilet was used by almost

all respondents. MCK4 was an exception because the

septic tank was not yet ccinpleted.

7.4. Even if we exclude those respondents who nor-

mally don’t fetch water (such as larg~.~ part

of the children and the men) a remarkable low

number of respondents fetch water regularly at

the MCKs for use at home (especially for drinking

and cookirig). Only at MCK - (Pulo Kecil) the MCK

seems to function a~a source water for use at

table 11

table 12

table 13

table 14
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home in the same way as inost MCKs of MCK T.

7.5 In general a dear correspondence was found

between facility used for bathing, facility

used for washing, facility used as source

of water and facility ‘..ied as toilet.

Not at all people who use the toilet at the

MCK, also bath and wash there, but people

who bath or wash at the MCK also use the MCK

as their toilet.

7.6. Most of the respondents lii.~e close to the

MCK they are using (within 100 meter). Not

always the owners of the land on which the

MCKwas erected used the NCK most regularly.

At some locations this was the case. At

other locations the “owner” family continued

to use private facilities available to them-~

7.7 Almost all respondents (89.3~L) prefered a

roof on top of the MCK. Those who stated to

have no preference were either children or

people seldomly using the MCK.

tables 15,

16, 17, 18

J UDC—SANGKURIANG





8. Resuits from open interviews

Chapter 8
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8.0e Twenty open interviews were held. These inter-

views confirmed in general the resuits of the

observation and of the other interviews. In

particular useful is that they gave some rea-

sons why the various MCKs were used in a dif-

ferent way. For instance these interviews con

firmed that the NCKs in Poncol and Pulo Kecil

are especially important as toilets.

E’.l According to the interviews the daily cleaning

of the MCKs is done generally by the users,

although in some t-ases one of the users take

special care in cleaning the MCK daily. Accord

ing to our own observation all MCKs were in-

deed kept clean, althougn the area around the

MCKs some times wa~muddy.

8.2 Only a small part of the respondents indicated

that cost of repairs would be shared among the

users. Others would refer the matter to the RT,

or had not yet thought about a solution. It

seems likely that solutions for such problems

will be solved on a ad hoc basis, with or with

out the involvement of the RT.

table 19
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9 Pesuits from evaluat~ionguestionnaire

9.0. Each of the 20 respondents of the open int~’:-

views also were asked to g.ve their evaluati-

on of 10 technical aspect~ of the MCK. In

table 20 a score is given for these 10 aspects.

In addition in saxne table the nuinber of times

an aspects was considered to be t~ke worst has

been presented.

9.1 It is dear that waste water disposal and en-

trance have by far the most negative score.

Although the entrance has been scored negative

ly by the largest number of people, the respon-

dents considered the waste water dispos~ the

most serious weakness of the MCKs.

9.2 The complaints about the waste water disposal

system were various. Some corriplained about the

smell, some about rnuddyness caused by insuffi-

ciently drained wash and bath water, but a

signifficant number either considered that the

system was incomplete or that the septic t,ank

was too close to the pump. Large part of these

complaints are related to actual deficiencies

such as the septic trn~ aL NC}(.4 w~-iichwas not

yet closed, filters which were not constructed

properly or had no proper ou~1ets

Partly they may be founded on a misunderstand-

ing of the functioning of a septic tank. Some

respondents (including one of the contractors)

said that the septic tanks were already “full”.

It seems that many people don’t realize that a

properly constructed septic tank (with water

tight wails and floor) which discharges at a

safe distance of 10-12 meter or more does not

seriously affect the quality of the pump water.

CONCARPLAN
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Even if the septic tank is only a few meters or

less from the pulnp.

9.3. The entrance of the NCKs was not liked by many

of the respondents, mainly becausethey prefer

a door or have not yet developed another system

to avoid that people enter the MCK while some-

body is using the toilet. Others complained

about the entrance being too narrow.

9.4. Most of the other negative remarks were about

the sizes being too small. Several differencies

were found between the rerlies from Poncol and

those from Pulo Kecii.. Not all diffirence can

be considered significant. Clearest was the dif

ference in opinion about the size of the bath-

room. The MCKs in Pulo Kecil rated more favour-

able than those in Poncol.

It is perhaps noteworthy -that some respondents

had to be explained what was meant with ~ath

room and bak mandi. They considered the room

only a toilet. One respondent even requested the

interviewers and researcher whether it w~as al-

lowed to use “the WC” (meaning the MCK) also

for bathing and washing.

9.5 The “Bandung pumps” in general were liked very

much by the respondents. Where applicable posi-

tive remarks were also made on the PVC pipes

used.

table 21
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10 Analysis

10.0 In this chapter we will try to analyse the various re-

suits of the case study presented in the previous chap

ters. Three factors clearly stand out as important for

the use of MCKs provided. These are

1. The local situation, especially the need for sani -

tary facilities.

2. The approach in planning the provision of MCKs espe

cially the involvement of the local inhabitants at

this stage and the provision of information to them.

3. The number of MCKs provided.

4. The design and construction of the MCKs.

10.1 We have seen in chaprer 4 that the need for additional

sanitary facilities especially toilets was high in

both kampungs studied. This need will have facilitated

the provision of land for tne construction of MCKs.

From the observations c’nd the interviews it also bec~re

dear that the MCKs are seen and used as toilets in the

first place. According to the interviews at least six

but at some MCKs even about 15 - 20 families use the

toilet of the MCK regularly. The number of families

using the MCK for any of the other functions is clearly

less. That number may however increase because of new

houses being constructed and especially in the dry sea

son when other sources of water in the kampungs run

dry.

10.2 The approach applied in planning the MCKs, introducing

the idea to the local inhahitants and the provision of

information largely have been successful.

In addition to the need as described above the involve

ment of the inhabitants will certainly have contribut-

ed to the success oi~ the MCKs. However the involvement

could have been even more intensive.

Not always the MCKs were plotted where the plotowner

~iinr__CONCARPLAN‘JUU~ SANGKURIANG
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wanted or even agreed to have the MCK. It also seemed

that at the selection of locations the plotowners did

not yet realize that in addition to space for the MCK

also space would be required for the septic tank, for

the filter and for the soakaway (at a distance of a

least 12 meter from the puxnp). In several cases the

direct family of the plotowner is not using the MCK

or only as a toilet. In these cases the MCKs are used

by people living in houses owned by owner of the MCK

plot, or by his relatives.

The functioning of the septic tanks was not correct be

cause of construction errors, which probably is a ma-

jor reason why many people don’t use the puinp water

for drinking and/or cooking. It is feared by the in-

habitants (in some cases maybe correctly) that the

septic tank discharges into the ground below it and

polutes the water of the purnp.

10.3 The number of MCKs provided in the two kampung don’t

cover as yet the need for sanitary facilities.

Less MCKs were constructed than were originally

planned. One of the reasons quoted by several iriform-

ants outside the kampung is that not more plots were

made available.

Presently more NCKs are wanted by the inhabitants.

Probably a more intensive process of musyawarah would

have yielded a larger harvest of possible locations

at the planning stage. Possibly the experience of the

inhabitants with the MCKs that have been built is

more favourable than their original expectations.

Certain is that several inhabitants indicated during

the study the need for additional MCKs, including

people requesting that an MCKbe built on their land.

10.4. We have stated in chapter 5 that not always the MCKs

iiinr_CONCARPLANSANOKURIANG
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have been constructed in accordance with the original

design, as far as sizes are concerned.

10.4.1 In pulo Kecil where the MCKs were constructed scu~what

more spacious, the MCKwere used more often for bath-

ing and washing than the NCKs in Poncol. At one MCK

in Poncol that was also intensively used for bathing,

bathing occured outside the bathing room. In general

the MCKs in Poncol are called “WC” and are also con-

sidered in the first place to be toilets. Although

other factors may also have contributed to the dif-

ferences in use, it seems likely that these differ -

ences in use are caused in the first place by the dif

ferences in sizes. Also in Poncol more negative re-

marks were made about the sizes being too small.

10~4.2 In addition to the sizes of the MCK the type of en-

trance received many negative comments. A strong pre-

ference exists for a door rather than a “bayonet en-

trance”. The type of human waste treatment received

even more complaints. Although at some MCKs serious

construction errors seem to have been made, it may be

that insufficient understanding of the differences

between a septic tank and a pit privy or soakaway

have contributed to the existing dissatisfaction with

the septic tanks. This dissatisfaction may also be a

major reason why the MCKs are not optimally used for

bathing and washing and only exceptionally used as

source of water for drinking and cooking.

10.4.3 Otherwise the design of the MCKs seems to have been

satisfactory. A one unit MCK, like in the first case

study, seeined to fit nicely in the living pattern of

the kainpung inhabitants. The Bandung pumps are clearly

successful in spite of some installation errors.

~iirir_CONCARPLANSANOKUR~ANG
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Annex 1

Table 2

Nun±erusersof the 7 I4Ks according to their age/sex,correlatedwith

type of use.

Result of 4 hours observation at each ~K.*

Notes
* C~servations at the

5.00 - 6.00 a.m.
8.00 - 9.00 a.m.
11.00 - 12.00 a.m.
17.00 - 18.00 p.m.

*kMen and wanen above 15 years, children up to 15 years old.

~*k In this table and foll~ing tables two totals appear : without brackets

are the total niinber of peopleobservedto use the ~K.

In between bracketsare the total nurnber of titnes the MCKwas used. 1f

e.g. sanebodywas seento and bath and washat about the same tune that

personenters twice in the bracketedtotal.

J~ CONCARPC-AN

— ‘~ SANGKURIANG

Nu~erof Age/sex of users~ *

1119fl ~tk~11~2fl children total

Bathing

Washirig

Toilet

Fetching water

24

2

29

2

14

26

34

10

60

2

26

2

98

30

89

14

42.4

13.0

38.5

6.0

Total *** 46 (57) 69 (69) 85 (90) 200 (231) 100

I”KK were held





Annex 1
Table 3

Nurnber of users according to their age/sex at the severi MCKs

Result of 4 hours observations at each MCX*

Location
- Users

men wanen children total

MCX 1 1 (1) 9 (10) 21 (23) 31 (34)

McX 2 3 (3) 8 ( 8) 7 ( 7) 18 (18)

M~K3 7 (7) 5 ( 5) 4 ( 4) 16 (16)

MCX4 2 (2) - - 2 (2)

NcK 5 11 (13) 15 (20) 30 (33) 56 (66)

MCX 6 12 (17) 8 ( 9) 12 (12) 32 (38)

MCX 7 10 (14) 24 (32) 11 (11) 45 (57)

Total 46 (57) 69 (84) 85 (90) 200 (231)

% 23,0 (24,7) 34,5 (36,4) 42,5 (39,0) 100 (100)

Average
1, 2, 3 3,7 ( 3,7) ~7,3 (7,7) 10,7 (11,3) 21,7 (22,7)

verage 11,0 (14,7) 15,7 (20,3) 17,7 (18,7) 44,3 (53,7)

* seenotes, under table 2

MCKS 5, 6, 7, and MCX1 are fairly intensively used. Cenerally nxre

wanen thenmen use the MGKs. Nearly half of the users are children

under 15 years old.

,JUDt CONCARPLANSANGKURIANG





Annex 1

Table 4

Type of use at the 7 NCKs

Result of 4 hours observation at each MCK *

Location
Type of use

:

bathing washing toilet fetchirig
water total

MCK 1

MCK 2

MCK 3

MCK4

MCK 5

MCK 6

MCK 7

19

4

4

35

21

15

5

-

-

5

3

17

10

14

12

1

20

12

20

-

-

-

1

6

2

5

31 (34)

18 (18)

16 (16)

2 (2)

56 (66)

32 (38)

45 (57)

Total 98 30 89 14 200 (231)

% 42,4 13,0 38,5 6,1 100

Average
1, 2, 3**

90 1,7 12,0 0,0 21,7(22,7)

Average
5, 6, 7 23,7 8,3 17,3 4,3 44,3(53,7)

* see notes under table 2

** MCK4 has been excluded from the averages because for

technical reasons it is not yet in use.

~iinr_CONCARPLAPI
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Annex 1

Total nuiber of users

Tabi

at peak hour at all seven locations.

e 5

Result of observation tkiring one hour *

Location Nurber of users
at peak hour *

peak hour

M C K 1

M C K 2

M C K 3

MCK 4

M C K 5

M C K 6

M C K 7

11 (12)

7 ( 7)

6 ( 6)

1 (1)

16 (20)

12 (14)

14 (20)

4

4

4

3

4

1

4

(afternoon)

(afternoon)

(afternoon)

(midday)

(afternoon)

(early rrornir~g)

(af ternoon)

Total 67 (80)

Average 1, 2 3
(Kp Poncol) 8 (8,3)

•

Average 5, 6
(Kp Pulo Kecil) 14 (18,0)

* see r~tes uncier tables 2 and 4

Conciusions

Total nulier of users at peak hour (for all 4 purposes) is fairly l»i

in Poncol. In Pulo Kecil it was about the sarne as canparable observa-

tions during the first case study on M C K

J~C
CONCARPLAN

U SANGKUR4ANG
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Annex 1

Table 6

Nwber of peoplewho bathedat MCKS according to their age/sex.

Result of 4 hours observation at each MCX *

Lo ca t ion
B a th ing

Men Wanen Children Total

MCK 1

MCK 2

MCK 3

MCK 4

MCK 5

MCK 6

MCK 7

-

-

1

-

8

9

6

3

-

-

-

4

3 .

4

16

4

3

-

23

9

5

-19

4

4

-

35

21

15

Total 24 14 60 98

% 24,5 14,2 61,2 100

Average 1, 2, ~
(Kp Poncol) 0,3 1,0 7,7 9,0

Average 5, 6, 7
(Kp Pulo Kecil) 3,7 12,3 23,7

* see notes under tables 2 and 4

Clearly the MCKs in Pulo Kecil

the MCKs in Poncol.

were usedir~reregularly for bathing than

—JUDC CONCAFCPLAPJSAN OK UP 1 AH 0





Annex 1

Nizriber of perople who washed at the MCKS

Table 7

according to their age/sex.

Result of 4 hours observation *

Location
Washing

Men Wanen Children Total

MCK 1 - 4 1 5
MCK 2 - - - -

MCK 3 - - ‘- -

MCK 4 - - - -

MCK 5 - 5 - 5

MCK 6 1 2 - 3
MCK 7 1 15 1 17

Total 2 26 2 30

Average 1, 2, ~
(Kp Poncol) 0,0 1,3 0,3 1 ,7

Average 5, 6, 7
(Kp Pulo Kecil) 0,7 7,3 0,3 8 ,3

* see notes under tables 2 and 4.

Washing at the M](s is alinost exclusively done by the wanen.

MCKs 2, 3, and 4 are hardly used or not at all for washing.

CONC A RPLA





Annex 1

Nunber of users of the toilet

Table 8

at the I~Ks according to their age/sex.

Result of observation during 4 hours *

.

Location
Users toilet

Men Wanen aiildren Total

MCK 1 1 3 6 10

MCK 2 3 8 3 14

MCK 3 6 5 1 12

MCK 4 1 - - 1

MCK 5 5 6 9 20

MCK 6 7 3 2 12

MCK 7 6 9 5 20

Total 29 34 26 89

% (32,6) (38,2) (29,2) (100)

Average 1, 2, 3
(Kp Poncol)

3
‘

5 3
‘

.~

13,

Average 5, 6, 7
(Kp Pulo Kecil) 6 0

‘

5,3 17,3

* see notes under tables 2 and 4

Except MCX 4, all MCKs are fairly intensively usedas toilets. Even

for use of toilet the nurrber of users observed is higher in Poncol

than in Pulo Kecil. A fairly large nuiiber of children usesthe MCX-

toilet.

.JuD( CONCARPIANSANOKURIANG





Annex 1

Table 9

Number of people fetching water at the ~‘K1<saccording to their age/sex.

Result of observation during 4 hours.

Lo c a t i on
Users fetching water

Men Wanen Children Total

MCK 1

MCK 2

MCIK 3
MCK 4

MCK 5

MCI( 6

MCK 7

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

5

1

4

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

1

6

2

5

Total 2 10 2 14

Average 1, 2, ~
(Kp Poncol)

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Average 5, 6, ~‘

(Kp Pulo Kecil) 0,3 3,3 0,7 4,3

* see notes tables 2 and 4

In general the ~tK’s are not

use at ha~. ~Ks 1, 2 and

way.

used intensively as source of water for

3 don’t se~n to be used at all in that

CONCARPLANJUIJ~ 5ANGXURIANG





Annex 1

Frequency of use of the various functions of the MCX.

Result of interviews with MCXusers.

Table 10

Frequencyof use
1)

bathing

(70)

2)
washing

(70)

toilet

(0/)

fetching 4)

water
(70)

5)Often

Sanetimes/never

43 (51,2)

41 (48,8)

33 (54,1)

28 (45,9)

61 (84,7)

11 (15,3)

20 (41,2)

44 (68,8)

T o t a 1 84 (100) 61 (100) 72 (100) 64 (100)

1) All respondents

2) Excluding respondentswho rarely

3) Excluding respondentsat MCX4

4) Excluding respondentswho rarely or never fetch

5) “Of ten” in meaning of “at least once a day” for

fetching water and in meaning of “at least once

Conciusion

The frequencyof usirig the toilet at MCX is clearly higher that the

other frequencies, fetching water the lowest. These data are clearly

different frati the outcaneof the first casestudy. Then the percent-

ages of people frequently washingand bathing were higher, percent -

ages of peoplefetching water riiich higher, but frequencyof using

toilet clearly was l~er than presentdata.

~
11fl~CONCARPL~AN

SANGKURIANG

if ever do any washing

water

bathirig, toilet and

a week” for washing.





Annex 1

Frequency

N = 84 *

of bathing at

Table 11

MCK related with kampung.

Frequency of bathing
Kampung

~__________

Poncol Pulo Kecil Total

at least once a day 17 26 43

sometimes / never 31 10 41

Total 48 36 84

= 11,15

df= 1

p < 0,005

s. significant correlation

* All respondents

Conciusion

In pulo Kecil far more users stated to b~th frequently at

the MCK than MCKusers in Poncol.

.JUD( CONCARPLANSANOKURIANG





Annex 1

Table 12

Frequency of washing at MCKrelated with kampung.

N = 61 *

Frequency of washing
at MCK

Kampung

Poncol Pulo Kecil Total

at least once a week

sometimes / never

12

24

21

4

.

33

28

Total 36 25 61

= 15,25

df = 1

p .~ 0,005

. significant correlation

* Excluding respondents who norrnally don’t wash.

Conciusion

Clear difference between the two kampungs exist

In Poncol only a minority of the MCK users wash at

the MCK. In Pulo Kecil almost all do their washing

at the MCK.

.JuDc- CONCARPLANSANOKUR lANG
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Table 13

Frequency of using toilet at MCK related with kampung.

N = 72 *

Frequency of using
MCK toilet

Kainpung

Poncol Pulo Kecil Total

at least once a day

sometimes / never

30

6

31

5

61

11

Total 36 36 72

no correlation

* Excluding respondents at MCK 4.

Conciusion

Both ac Poncol and at Pulo Kecil a dear majority of the

users use the MCK daily as their toilet.

The others are almost all people who also use the MCK

only rarely or never for any other purpose such as bathing

or fetching water.

,JIIDr CONCARPIANU ‘ SANOKURIANG
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Table 14

Frequency of fetching water at MCK correlated with kampung.

N = 64 *

Frequency of fetching water
Kampung

Poncol Pulo Kecil Total

at least once a day

sometimes / never

7

30

13

14

20

44

Total 37 27 64

.12 = 6,21
df = 1

p ( 0,025

.. significant correlation

Conciusion

In Pulo Kecil more people fetch water at the MCK than in

Poncol

.JuOc CONCARPLAN

SANGKURIANG
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Table 15

Use of MCK as only place

of MCK as orily place for

for bathing related with use

washing. (N = 61*)

Was hing
Bathing

Only at
MCK

(also)
elsewhere

Total

only at MCK

(also) elsewhere

14

2

4

41

18

43

Total 16 45 61

0,005

significant correlation

* Excluding respondents who normally don’t wash.

Conciusion

Those who bath only at MCK are almost the sanie people

as those who do their washing only at the MCK.

= 35,07

df= 1

S.

.JUDC CONCARPLANSANOKURIANG
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Table 16

Use of MCK as only place for washing related with use

of MCK as only source of water.

N = 59 *

Fetching water
Washing

—

only at MCX (also)
elsewhere Total

only at MCK

(also) elsewhere

10

7

-

42

10

49

Total 17 42 59

29,75

df = 1~

p < 0,005

significant correlation

* Excluding respondents who either don’t wash or don’t

fetch water.

Conciusion

There are more people who wash only at MCK than people who

fetch water at the MCK only. All people who fetch water at

MCK only also wash at MCK only.

iiinr_CONCARPLAN
SANGKURIANC





Annex 1

_______________________________________ - Table 17

Use of MCK as only toilet related with use of MCK as

only source of water N = 64 *

Fetching water
To iie t

only at MCK (also)
eis ewhere

Total

only at MCK

(also) elsewhere

10

-

32

22

42

22

Total 10 54 64

= 6,21
df = 1

p ~ 0,025

significant correlation

* Excluding respondents who norinally don’t fetch water

and respondents from MCK 4.

Conclusion

Clearly more respondents use MCK as their only toilet

than use it as their only source of water. All repon-

dents who use MCK as their only source of water also

use MCK as their only toilet.

~unr_CONCARPLAN
~JUUL SANOKURIANG





Annex 1

Table 18

Use of MCK as only place for bathing related with

use of NCK as only source of water. N = 52 *

Fetching water

8 a t hing

orily at MCK (also)
elsewhere

Total

only at MCK -

(also) elsewhere

10

6

-

36

10

42

Total 16 36 52

= 27,86

df= 1

p ~ 0,005

significant correlation

* Excluding MCK 4 and excluding those who don’t fetch

water regularly.

Conciusion

More people use the MCK as their only facility for

taking a bath than use the MCK as their only source

of water.

All people who use the MCK as their only source of

water also use it as their only place for bathing.

.JuDc CONCARPLANSANOKUR lANG





Annex 1

Table 19

Type of facility used for/as bathing, washing, toilet,

water source.

Result of open interviews.

N = 20

Bathing Washing Toilet Source
of water

Mast people go else-

where

Most people use MCK

Other/don’t know

14

3 *

3

16

3 *

1

7

12

1

17

1 *

2

Total respondents 20 20 20 20

* Respondents indicating that most people use MCK for b~thing,

for washing and as source of water all are from Pulo Kecil.

Conclusion

Most respondents of the open interviews indicated that most

people use the MCKs as their toilet but not as their bath-

room, washing place and source of water.

~ CONCARPLAN
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Annex 1

Evaluation of MCKs by 20 respondents

Table 20

Physical aspect
evaluated

(a)

Positive
(+)

(b)

Fair
(0)

(c)

Negative
(-)

(a) - (c)

Weighted
score

(d)
Nunber of
highest
rarildng

Waste water disposa

Entrance

Size of washing flo

Size of bak mandi

Sizeofbathroan

Size of hak cuci

Piinp

Place of the toilet

Place of the NCK

3

2

r 6

5

6

7

15

16

18

1

1

4

7

8

9

2

3

1

16

17

10

8

6

4

3

1

1

-13

-15

- 4

- 3

0

÷3

+12

+15

+16

12

6

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

* In colunn (d) the total tin~s a physical aspect was rated to be the

worst bas been recorded. E.g. 12 people corisidered the waste water

disposal worse than any of the other aspects.
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Table 21

Opinion on size of bathroom correlated with kampung

N = 20

Opinion on size bathroom
Kamp u n g

Poncol Pulo Kecil Total

Good

Fair

Too small

1

6

4

5

2

2

6

8

6

Total 11 9 20

Conciusion

The respondents in Poncol are clearly more negative on the

bathroom than respondents in Pulo Kecil.

.iitnr CONCARPLAN
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LEMBAR OBSERVASI

.iam ¶5~6

CASE STUDY NOK KE—d

MCK Nomor

Tangr~a1

Pengamat

mandi

lelaki pereinpuan anak—anak — Jumlah

CflC 1

kakus

arnbil air ___

-~ -

•~am8—9
tg1~j1 lelaki •perempuan anak—anak JuLlah

rnandi

cuci

kakus

ainbil air
.11

.lam —12
Juinlaht~1: lelaki prempuan anak—anak

mandi

cuci -

kakus

a~bi1 air
-~

Jumlahtgl: lelaki perempuan anak—anak

mandi
~a

c ‘ic 1

kakus

ambil air

Jumlah - -- Ieiiiki ~érempuan [_anak—anak Jumlah

mandi

cuci

kakus

ambi]. air

JUMLAH



(Kalau

~Dcr50
(Kalau

~MCK mi saja

~rumah sendiri
~rumah lam

~ kali/saluran

~)McK lam

jauh
8

9 •••••S~ ~)•S•S

~MCK mi saja
~rumah sendiri
~ rumah lam

kali/saluran

5 NOK lam
6 tidak cuci

j auh

•.•........

••SSSS.sS..

Nomor
Check

anda ~uga pergi ?
untuk membuang
air besar

NOK mi saja
~ruinah sendiri

rumah lam

4 kali/saluran

MCK lam

~)jauh

(2)

~9J

untuk ambil air

1 MCK mi. sa~a
2 rumah sendiri.

3 ruinab lam
4 kali/s4luran

NOK lam
~tidak ambil air

jauh
••.........

(2)

WAWANCARATETAP OASE STUDY MCK KE—2

Kp. RW
T

RT
~.

Jenis kelamin (j”~
~

lelaki perempuan 11:1
>30 t, Umur <10 thn 10—30 tbn

Nama Keluarga: (~Jkeluarga yg (clulu) mernilik tanah MCX

~ tetangga DI~ILI
t~J rumahnya100 meter iebih dan MCX

Berapa kali sehani/seminggu anda memakai M~~Kmi ?

~1x sehani ~) 2x sehani (~)3x sehari (atau lebih,

(~.)1—6x seminggu ~ jarang / han~a ban mi

Apakah anda juga memakai tempat mandi atau kakus lam ?
~Ya, sening ~Ya, 1-2x seminggu~ tidak / jarang

‘Ya’:) Berapa jauh tempat itu?
meter ~50—100 meter
t id.ak/jarang’ kode ~

I-J

(~J>100 m. (~ jauh

Untuk apa anda meniakai MOKmi ?

~tuk mandi: ~JYa, 9ening Ya, 1—2x seminggu 3 Tidak / jarang 12
;ncuci. : ~JYa,sering 2 Ya, 1—2x Seininggu 3 Tidak / jarang 13
~mbuang air~)Ya, sening ® Ya, 1—2x seminggu (3) Tidak / jarang 14

ibil air : (~JYa,sering (~)Ya, 1—2x seminggu ® Tidak / jarang 15

Apakah anda lebib sukai MCX pakai/tanpa atap ?
pakai atap ® tanpa atap tidak tahu / aama sail_J16

0elain lan pemakaian MCK ini, kema~a

uILtuk mandi: untuk cuci:



CHECKLIST WAWANCARA TERBUKART/RK/PEMILIK/TETANGGA 1MCK No. :1
RE~P0NDEN

1. Cara mendapat tanab un
tuk MCE mi. Kapan ?

2. Kurang atau cukupan
jumlah NOK. Sebab2nya?

3. Tempat apa yang diguna
kan di RT(/RK)
a) untuk mandi
b) untuk cuci
c) untuk membuang air

besar
d) sebagai sumber air

minum
KK orang

4. Siapa yang memakaj NCK
mi (berapa keluarga/
orang)

5~Bagaimana keadaan MCK
(menurut responden?).
Kenapa begitu ?

6. Apakah ada kekurangan
dalam disain MCK yang
dibangun (ukuran,atap,
sumber air dlsb)

7. Siapa yang ~embersih-
ka~ NOK ?

8. Umpamanya bulan depan
pompa rusak. Bagaimana
cara mengatasinya ?

9. Nenurut responden siap~
yang memi1i~ MCK ?

10. Apakab c~’ra musyawarah
sebelurn MCK dibangun
cukup atau kurang.
Bagaimana lebih balk ?

11. Ap~kah tempat MCK cocok
menurut reBponden ?

untuk mandi
157 untuk cuci
ë7 untuk membuang air

besar
d~sebagai sumber air

minum





EVALIJASI KEADAAN MCK (sekarang!) MCK:

Responden

Interviewer:L - J

baik cukup kurang’

L

5.
6.

Tempatnya kakus

Ukuran lantai oud.

1

1

7. pompa air 1

8. Uku.ran bak oud 1

9. PembiXan~.n air kotor

Keteranganmengenaikekurangandiatas:

20
Kekurangan yang paling penting menurut responden: 21

• ~~11

2

‘4.

1. TempatnyaMCK

2. Ukuran kamar mandi

3 • Ukuran bak mandi

4. Masuk MCK

1

1

1

1

Ket~angan lam mengenaikeadaanMC~












